TRIOMED CGI-3
TRIOMED CGI-3 is multifunctional and can be used:
Harmonize the human EIS
Maintenance of the energy balance of the body
Restoration of the normal cells’ functionality
Elimination of stress consequences
Prevention of stressful situations
General rejuvenation of the body
TRIOMED CGI-3 device will help all members of the family, regardless of
age and gender
The device is convenient to use and easy to operate, economical, safe,
secure and lightweight
It is recommended for everyday use at home to raise vitality, boost health
and improve psycho-emotional condition
In terms of its utilization, the device is classified as a product of multiple
cyclic use

TRIOMED CGI-3 CELULAR TUNING

Triomed CGI is a tuning fork for cell membranes
Upon impact on the body membrane potential and
cell functions are significantly improving

TRIOMED CGI-3 PROGRAMS

Program 1
“Harmony”
30 min
Apply directly on
the body
Distant stimulation
possible

Program 2
”Regulatory”
10 min

Program 3
“Recovery”
15 min

TRIOMED CGI PROGRAM “HARMONY”
The maximum stimulation per each 24-hour period is 30-120 min
The program is designed to stimulate the whole EIS of a person
The device can be worn on a strap or string around the neck
It can be also placed at a distance of 50 cm from the body
The radiation generated by the built in Si-Ge crystals, structures the water molecules present
in the air
The restructured water molecules start “re-radiating” creating the all-around effects which are
maintained even after the device was switched off
The surrounding space is now cleaned from electromagnetic smog and that is why MMW
(millimeter wave) radiation is so vitally important for all biological objects (people, animals,
plants).

TRIOMED CGI PROGRAM “REGULATION”
The maximum stimulation period is 10-15 min twice per day for 10-15 days
This program works with the main energy centers, energy channels or directly on the body
zones where main health issues are located
The program is indicated to be used in cases of fatigue, increased irritability, overexertion,
psycho-emotional stress, sleep disorders and mood decline/depression
This program promotes an adequate reaction of the organism to stressors
It optimizes all stages of regulatory reactions to the aggressive stressors
To activate the stress-busting effects, it is recommended to use the device to stimulate the
projection of the chakras on the arms in the area of the wrist, the center of the palm of the
left hand (left handed should use their right hand palm) and on the head - in the tragus of
the ear
Use for stimulation slow circular motions

TRIOMED CGI PROGRAM “RECOVERY”

The maximum stimulation period is 15 min
Start the device and bring the little window of the device to the selected area, then start
the program
The device can be left in the chosen area for some time, even after your switched it off
The information signal of the Si-Ge crystal helps EIS to recognize the health problem
automatically and to trigger the appropriate body reactions aimed at solving the issues
The impact on the body`s problem area with the “Recovery” program leads to a rapid
recovery and normalization of the health impairments
The worse the body`s condition (i.e. abrasions, burns bleedings), the more preferably is to
use the program “Recovery” since this accelerates the regeneration of damaged tissue

TRIOMED CGI-3 BENEFITS
Thanks to improved quality of cellular membranes (potential and
permeability), is facilitated a better cells absorbtion of nutrients
and oxygen

A better quality of cell membrane, enables a better cellular
waste disposal

Thanks to improved cell membrane, cell receptors’ sensitivity is
increased and this leads to a better:

•

Cellular communication

•

Communication between cells and the brain

•

Absorbtion of hormones and neurotransmitters

TRIOMED CGI-3 BENEFITS
1. Thanks to improved cell membranes, there is an
improved absorbtion of nutrients and oxygen
2. Thanks to imptoved cell membranes, there is a
more efficient disposal of cellular waste
3.Thanks to improved cell membranes, and to an
iptiomization of cellular potential, the cell receptors’
sensitivity is increased and thus:
3.1. Communication between cells is improved
3.2. Communication between cells and the brain is
improved
3.3. Cells can easier absorb hormones and
neurotransmitters

TRIOMED CGI-3 BENEFITS

Above all, Triomed treatments strengthen the cells
of the nervous system, making Triomed one of the
most effective therapeutic tools for balancing the
nervous system

TRIOMED CGI IMPRINT WATER & REMEDIES

Imprint healing information on your water

TRIOMED CGI CLINICAL STUDIES
Normalization of lipid metabolism indicators
Normalization of immune system
Normalization of oxidants and anti-oxidant ratio
Activation of cell regeneration (increase in proliferation of fibroblasts)
Normalization of the bioelectric brain activity
Activation of hematopoiesis in red bone marrow
Improvement of rheological blood properties, such as lowering of blood viscosity,
Increase erythrocytes deformation
Balance of coagulant and anti-coagulative factors
Balance of ANS with stabilization of sympathetic and suppression of parasympathetic
ratio

TRIOMED CGI CLINICAL STUDIES
Normalization of catecholamine and sexual hormones secretion
Suppression of influenza virus reproduction inside the cells and viricide effect
Rehabilitation of mononuclear ability to secret γ-interferon, which enables the decrease
in possibility of cancer development for risk group patients
Anti-inflammatory and analgesic effect
Inhibition of skin, liver, and brain aging processes

